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It is shown that a C*-algebra is nuclear if and only if the identity map can be 
approximated in the point norm topology by complete contractions factoring 
through matrix algebras. 0 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A C*-algebra A is said to be nuclear if, for any C*-algebra B, there is a 
unique C*-norm on the algebraic tensor product A @B. A is defined to be 
injective if any completely positive map 4: B + A possesses a completely 
positive extension J: C + A for any C*-algebra C containing B. These two 
concepts were extensively studied by Choi, Connes, Effros, and Lance 
[2, 3, 5, 61, and the following statements were found to be equivalent: 
(1) A is nuclear, 
(2) A** is injective, 
(3) There exist matrix algebras M, and completely positive contrac- 
tions A -+v M, +bfl A whose compositions converge in the point norm 
topology to the identity, 
(4) There exist matrix algebras M, and completely positive contrac- 
tions A -+v M, +“fl A whose compositions converge in the point weak 
topology to the identity. 
An interesting counterpart to these equivalences is provided by an 
example of deCanni&e and Haagerup [4]. These authors construct a C*- 
algebra A and a net of finite rank complete contractions #8: A -+ A which 
converge in the point norm topology to the identity map. 11 I- bs(l) II may 
be made arbitrarily small, and so these maps begin to resemble completely 
positive finite rank contractions. Nevertheless, A fails to be nuclear. It is 
clear, then, that approximate finite rank factorizations through matrix 
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algebras play a special role in the subject of nuclearity. A question arises 
naturally from these considerations: Is the existence of approximate fac- 
torizations through matrix algebras by complete contractions sufficient to 
guarantee nuclearity of the C*-algebra? The object of this paper is to 
provide a positive answer in 
THEOREM 1.1. The following statements are equivalent: 
(a) The C*-algebra A is nuclear, 
(b) There exist matrix algebras M, and a net of complete contractions 
A +‘fl M, +Ofl A such that limp I( a - opTp(a) I( = 0 for all a E A. 
The third equivalence above makes (b) a trivial consequence of (a), and 
so only the reverse implication need be established. This will be done by 
showing that (4) above is a consequence of the second statement of the 
theorem. 
2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
Throughout the paper it will be assumed that the C*-algebra A acts non- 
degenerately on a fixed Hilbert space H in such a way that A** may be 
identified with the weak closure of A. This can be achieved by taking the 
universal representation of A. It will also be assumed that there exist a net 
(M,),.. of matrix algebras and a collection of diagrams of completely 
contractive maps A +‘b M, --top A for which lims (1 a - oazp(a) I( = 0 for 
each a EA. It will be shown that these complete contractions can be 
replaced by completely positive contractions, establishing the nuclearity 
of A. 
LEMMA 2.1. There exists a completely positive unital map 
8: B(H) + A** whose restriction to A is the identity. 
Proof: Since matrix algebras are injective, it follows from work of 
Wittstock [ 1 l] and Paulsen [8] that each zs: A --* M, has a completely 
contractive extension S, : B(H) -+ M,. The compositions osta: B(H) + A 
may be viewed as complete contractions into A**, and so a subnet con- 
verges in the point w*-topology to a map 8: B(H) -+ A** which is clearly a 
complete contraction and whose restriction to A is the identity. 
Let 4 be a state on A, also regarded as a normal state of A**, and let 
(e,) be an increasing approximate identity for A satisfying 0 <ear d 1. 
Then, for each c(, 
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in B(H), and so 
Since lim,&?(e,) = lim, d(e,) = 1, it follows that @(I) = 1, and that O(I) is 
the identity of A **. All unital complete contractions are completely 
positive and, in particular, the complete positivity of 8 is established. 
Remark. If 8 were normal then it would be a completely positive pro- 
jection of B(H) onto A * *. Thus A ** would be injective and A would be 
nuclear. However, there is no reason to believe that 0 is normal. 
As pointed out in the Introduction it suffices to construct completely 
positive contractive maps of A through matrix algebras which converge in 
the point weak topology to the identity. To this end fix elements a, ,..., a, in 
the unit ball of A, states $,,..., $, on A, and a small positive number E. 
Now choose an element f from the approximate identity of A satisfying 
II ai - f ai II 3 II at - aifll < G 1 <i<n, 
I14j(f)I<~, 1 djbm. 
Note that 1 - E 6 11 f (1 < 1. Now choose a particular factorization 
for which 
II ai - az(ai 1 IO Ilf - oz(f) II < &, 1 <i<n. 
The first step is to replace the matrix algebra M so that z can be perturbed 
to a completely positive contraction mapping f close to the identity, and 
allowing 0 to be replaced by a self-adjoint complete contraction. 
LEMMA 2.2. There exist a matrix algebra N, E~ > 0, and a diagram 
A -+T1 N -+01 A such that 
(1) o1 is a self-adjoint complete contraction and z1 is a completely 
positive contraction, 
(2) II71(f)-ZPJ II <El, 
f3) 14+j(f)-~ja~zI(f)I~ I~j(ai)-~j~171(ai)l<E, l<i<n, 
l<j<rn, 
(4) El +ous&+o. 
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Proof. It may be assumed that r(f) is a positive matrix. If this is not 
the case let I = UP be the polar decomposition in A4 and replace z by 
the map 
a + U*z(a) 
and IT by the map 
x -+ a( KY). 
Since \lfll >, 1 - E and Ilf - or(f) I/ 6 E, it follows that 
1 - 28 < II z(f) /I 6 1. 
Let P denote the positive matrix T(J), and define Q to be the projection 
onto the space spanned by eigenvectors of P corresponding to eigenvalues 
at least as large as 1 -E . 1’2 Consider a matrix X of unit norm from 
(I- Q)M (I- Q) and observe that 
I( P + cl’*ei’Xll d 1 for any real number t. 
Consequently 
and since 
1 t) ja(P) + c”*e”$ ja(X) ( < 1, 
it follows that 
1 $p(X)) < 2&“2. 
In particular 
I’-ICl,~(Q)I=I’-~,~(P)+Il/j~(Q’Q-Q)+~j~((l-Q)P(1-Q))I 
6 2E + 3s 112, 
and denote this last quantity by 6. 
Consider now an element Y of unit norm from QM(Z- Q). Then, for 
real t, 
1) Q + 6 ‘12eir Y I( * = 11 (Q + 6 “*e” Y) (Q + 6 ‘/*e - i’ Y* ) (I = 1 + 6. 
It follows that 
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This inequality is violated if ) $ ja( Y) 1 > 26”’ and so ) + ja( Y) 16 2~5”~. A 
similar calculation can be made for YE (I- Q) MQ. 
Totaling these estimates leads to the conclusion that the linear 
functionals 
x+ ICI jaCx) and 
on M differ in norm by at most 2~“~ +2(2s+ 3~“~)~‘~. Let N denote the 
matrix algebra QMQ, regarded as a subalgebra of M. Define completely 
contractive maps 
T’: A -+ N and 0’: N+ A 
r’(a) = QT(Q) Q and d=rJ N. 
Now tIT’(f)-zN)I GE . ‘j2 Take a completely contractive extension, also 
denoted t’: B(H) + N [8, 111. Since IIZ-2fl/ < 1, 
II T’(Z) - 2z, II = II T’(Z- 2f) + 2z’(f) - 21, /I 
d 1 + 2&1’2, 
for which it follows that 
11 T’(Z) - I, )I < 4&“2. 
If TE B(H) is self-adjoint of unit norm then consideration of Z+ iAT for 
small values of 1 leads to the conclusion that 11 Im (r’(T)) 11 is small. Thus, 
to avoid another small perturbation, r’ may be assumed to be self-adjoint. 
From [7, lo] there exist completely positive contractions rp * : B(H) -+ N 
such that 
Then 
1 2 II 4 + (1) II = II z’(Z) + 4 - (4 II 
II 1, + 4 - = (0 + (~‘U) - 1,) II 
2 1 + II 4 - (Z) II - 4E1’2, 
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and so )I 4 - 11 6 4~“~ since completely positive maps attain their norms at 
the identity. Thus 4 + is a small perturbation of r’. 
Finally, define r ,:A+N by r1=4+lA, and define 0,: N-A by 
cr, = 4 (a’+ (T’*). Then ri is a completely positive contraction and rri is a 
self-adjoint complete contraction. It is permissible to make this replacement 
of 0’ because each +,G’ is almost a state on N, and hence almost self- 
adjoint. If E is sufficiently small then the conclusions of the lemma are easily 
verified for E, = E iI8 (for example) from the above estimates. 
Now assume the existence of a diagram A -Pi’ N -+O’ A satisfying the 
conclusions of Lemma 2.2. The last step is to replace (r, by a completely 
positive contraction. 
LEMMA 2.3. There exist a diagram A +‘I N -+02 A and .z2 > 0 such that 
(1) z1 and o2 are completely positive contractions, 
(2) I$j(ai)-$,a*T,(Ui)l C&2, 1 <i<n, 1< j<m, 
(3) e2 -+O as -5, +O. 
Proof: Regard c1 as a self-adjoint completely contractive map of N into 
B(H). Since B(H) is injective [ 11, c1 may be written as the difference 
4 + - 4 - of completely positive contractions [7, lo]. It is important that 
4’ may be chosen so that d’(ZN)= f (I+ b,(ZN)) [7]. 
Regard each $i as a normal state on A**, and take an extension, also 
denoted II/j, to a state on B(H). Then rc/i~ + and $.i~ - are positive linear 
functionals on N, and 
ICIj6--(zN)=~J~+(zN)-~jdl(zN) 
6 1 -(l-2&1 -2&)=2(&l -t&) 
since a,(Z,) and alz,(f) are close. Thus I/ $,I+- I/ <2(s, +E), and so con- 
sider the diagram of completely positive contractions 
AAN @+ F B(H). 
Recall the map 8: B(H) --) A ** from Lemma 2.1, and define a’,: N -+ A** to 
be Od+. Then the diagram 
A-L 4 N-A** 
consists of completely positive contractions. Now replace a; by 
a;: N -+ A** defined by 
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for XE N. The reason for this adjustment is to ensure that a;(Z,) E A. [It is 
easy to compute that a;(Z,) = 4 (f’+ fa,(Z,)f).] 
Since eja,r, almost attains its norm at f, so also does 9 ja;r,. The 
element f then acts approximately as a support projection for this positive 
linear functional. Thus (( $ja; - $ja’; (( may be bounded above by a 
suitable power of si, say, s:/16. 
Now 
IICIj(ai)-IC/jo~zl(ai)l G III/j(ai)-$,oizI(ai)I +&i/l6 
<I$j(Ui)-$jOlT((Ui)I +2(&l +E)+E:‘16 
GE, + 2(&l + F) + p. 
If the range of a; were contained in A, the proof would be complete. This 
is not necessarily the case, and so one last approximation is needed. 
Recall from the proof of [9, Lemma 2.71 that any completely positive 
map of N into A** is the limit in the point w*-topology of completely 
positive maps of N into A. Thus there exists a net cy : N -+ A of completely 
positive maps which converge in the point w*-topology to 0;‘. Since 
a;(Z,) E A, lim,o,(Z,) = a;(Z,) in the weak topology, and so suitable con- 
vex combinations of the G,,‘s converge in norm on IN, and in the point w*- 
topology on N to a;. Consequently, under this assumption, the net 
(~~/ll~~l() converges in the point w*-topology to a;l. Choose an element, 
say, g2, from this net so that 
for 1 6 i < n, 1 d j 6 m. Then o2 : N + A is a completely positive contraction 
and 
Denote this quantity by Ed. Clearly E* -+ 0, and the proof is complete. 
This establishes the implication (b) * (a) in Theorem 1.1, and, as already 
mentioned, the reverse implication is trivial. It should also be noted that 
the existence of point weak and point norm completely contractive fac- 
torizations through matrix algebras are equivalent by elementary means. 
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